February 19-21—WNAD Orchestra Tour, with the following appearances: Community Program sponsored by Baptist Sunday School, Wewoka; School Program open to public, Henryetta; High School Program, Okmulgee; Community Program sponsored by P. T. A., Chamber of Commerce, and Music Club, Haskell; General Community Program sponsored by Music Club, Collinville; School Program, Hominy.

February 24—Sooner Quartet and Max Gilstrap, Rotary Club banquet, Norman.

February 26-28—Men’s Glee Club Tour, with the following appearances: Community Program sponsored by Kiwanis Club, Duked, High School Program, Ada; High School Program, Konawa; High School Program with music students from seven surrounding schools also invited, Cresswell; High School Program in afternoon, Wewoka; Community Program, evening, Wewoka.

Sooner Geologists at Tulsa Meeting

MORE than two hundred graduates and former students of the University, most of them graduates of the school of geology, attended the meeting of the American Association of Petroleum Geologists late in March at Tulsa.

Many of them appeared on the speaking program. Also, seventeen present and former members of the faculty and the Oklahoma Geological Survey were in attendance at the meeting.


A partial list of former students at the meeting compiled by Dr. Victor E. Monnett, 125a, director of the school of geology, follows:

William Atkinson; Floyd Absher,’25; Dick Ashley,’36; Mildred Armour,’28,’31; H. E. Bale,’24; W. Norvel Ballard,’29; C. F. Barnett,’27; W. H. Barnard,’32; L. W. Barrett,’29; H. M. Bayer,’23; O. G. Bell,’21; Walter Beiger,’29; H. L. Berry,’29; Nina Bohn,’37; D. E. Boone,’34; R. C. Bowles,’23; E. N. Brockman; Marshall Brown,’25; H. M. Buchner; F. M. Bullard; G. H. Burress,’15; W. A. Burress,’24; S. D. Butcher,’23; C. W. Byron; F. B. Baldwin; E. R. Brockway.

Leonard Berger,’35; L. W. Calahan,’36; R. L. C sensingham; Oscar Champion,’30; G. C. Clark,’13; Chester C. C. Clark,’10; C. C. Cody,’37; Richard Conkling; W. L. Constant; Jack Copass,’27; A. S. Clinkscales,’17; H. L. Crockett,’24; C. H. Cooper,’33; Ronald J. Cullen,’24; H. G. Daniels,’22; E. A. Dawson,’26; E. L. DeGolyer,’11; Roger Denison,’21,’25; Charles Dickerson,’36; L. A. Douglas,’29; H. L. Durgran,’36; Everett Eaves,’32; C. R. Ee ke,’10; Ranny Edison; Don Feagin,’31; H. Fletcher, graduate student.

John Flynn,’36; J. L. Fosness, graduate student; V. L. Frost,’31,’34; F. J. Fulton,’27; H. N. Fuqua,’19; C. M. Furgerson,’30; Barney Feagin,’29; Ross Gahring,’24; H. E. Galbrith; R. E. Garrett,’12; G. D. Gibson,’32; Victory Grage,’29; L. Gray,’33; Darsie Green; Linda Green; Glenn Grimes,’28; J. W. Gwinn,’37.

Lawrence Hagy,’23; Perry Hansen; Oscar Hatcher,’20; J. Hawes,’35; Frank Her ald; John Herald,’12; R. V. Hollingsworth,’31; William Hillswick,’37; W. H. Hoots,’21; L. Royal Henderson,’35; W. B. Houston,’24; F. M. Hoover,’25; D. Howard,’36; C. R. Hoyle,’22; Maurine Husband, graduate student; M. Halstead,’28; C. S. Higginsbotham,’28; C. M. Harris; H. A. Ireland; C. J. Jones,’20.

R. D. Jones,’21; Dan Jones,’32; Gentry Kidd,’25; F. R. Kitchige,’26; Joe Klab zuba,’36; John Klep,’35; Kathleen Kirk,’36; Constance Leatherock,’27; H. E. Lillibridge,’22; D. M. Logan; C. G. Loli cker,’30,’32; H. E. Loomis; Arthur Maddox,’30; Hugh Mackay,’17; F. E. Marshall,’29; Roy Maxey; A. E. MacKay,’28; Sam May,’22; J. D. McClure,’21; Maud McMorris,’31; H. E. McNeese,’26.

James Michael,’37; C. D. Millison,’27; Jack Montgomery,’27; C. E. Morrison,’25; Earnest Monerie; Lawrence Muir,’27; Wayne McGaha; Rex Mc Geehee; Albert Nance,’25; Jerry Newby,’12; D. F. New ell,’36; Helen Percen nett,’22; W. W. Porta,’21; Ellen Posey,’28,’32; E. S. Pratt,’22; R. C. Quiet; Alice Quin ceberry,’36; Dottie Radler,’21; David Reed,’38; John Redfield,’26; H. H. Richards,’24; Louis Roark,’12; Jess Roark; Richard Robey,’30; Jerry Roberts,’37; C. H. Rowe,’19; J. J. Russell,’30; J. T. Rutherford,’36; Ed Roark; Ralph Roark.


Jimmy Turner,’37; Charles Turner,’39; Gray Umpleby; Virginia Umpleby,’32; J. V. Vandall,’21; H. C. Vanderpool,’26; C. L. Wagner,’27; F. A. Wallace,’27; Louis Well,’36; Warren Weeks,’29; M. Wells; T. E. Weirick,’22; Rex Whistler,’33; L. H. White,’14; E. B. Whithill,’20; J. B. Wil son,’35; D. B. Winfrey,’30; Harold Williams,’37; V. O. Wood,’18; R. H. Wood,’11.

E. V. Woolsey,’16; Brame Womack,’32; A. C. Wright,’20,’21; E. D. Wails,’25; Frank Worrell,’30; Dana Whittom,’30; Carl Wagner; Sam Zimmerman,’30; Robert Reed,’34; F. Roark; William Talbot; J. M. Armstrong; Vita Lee Waters,’19; Clifford Bowles,’23; C. D. Wagner; R. A. Cullen,’24; Mrs. Mildred Frizzel; John Hockinsmith; Lawrence Hazy,’23; A. L. Loyd; Raymond McPhail,’33; and Alfred Gionta,’35.

State Music Project Launched

Mrs. Margarette Braden Meeks, University graduate student in music, has been appointed state supervisor of a Works Progress Administration project that is concerned with state-wide musical education. She will appoint seventy-five teachers to conduct music classes throughout the state. She also will conduct a survey showing the need for such classes.